
  The Lumina II is not 
a lean sounding 
speaker. Rather it’s 
one that plays to 
its strengths. ”

T 
he Lumina II is the larger of two stand-mounts in Sonus faber’s 
Lumina range and was introduced earlier in the year to cover a 
variety of roles for the music and movie enthusiast. A front firing 
slot port is discreetly placed under the front baffle of this elegant 
two-way, which means it can genuinely be placed in a bookshelf, 

although a dedicated stand will always be best. But that’s part of the versatility 
of the Lumina II; an easy-to-drive loudspeaker that is designed to sound good 
under the widest possible set of circumstances. Under the skin, this Lumina 
is extremely substantial, with a multilayer wooden front baffle to give the pair 
of drivers a rigid foundation from which to operate. The main mid/bass driver 
is a six inch (150mm) unit with a paper cone that’s made by Sonus faber and 
appropriately but subtly branded, it’s centred by a rubber roll surround. The 
tweeter is one of Sf’s DAD or damped apex dome types, which are designed to 
combat phase issues and thus provide better high frequency results. It’s a silk 
dome with a roll surround that brings the diameter up to a large 29mm. It also 
features the company’s Paracross crossover topology; Sonus faber calls this 
a ‘semi-balanced’ circuit where some of the reactive components (capacitors 
and inductors) are placed in the negative rail of the circuit in order to reduce 
the loudspeaker’s sensitivity to RF interference.

In use, Jason Kennedy said of the Lumina II, “It’s not a bright sound but it 
is a fast one. Bass extension is clearly limited by the foot high box; an inch of 

which is taken up by the integral plinth, but 
the Lumina II is not a lean sounding speaker. 
Rather it’s one that plays to its strengths; 
some small speakers are voiced to have 
bass that is impressive but because this isn’t 
what physics likes they tend to fatigue with 
extended exposure. The Lumina II doesn’t 
pretend to be a bigger box than it is but 
concentrates of delivering a revealing and 
controlled mid and treble with just enough 
low end extension.” He also felt that, “This 
might be a bookshelf speaker in execution 
but like many others it works wonders where 
there is some space for it to fill with sound. 
Sonus faber has managed to deliver many 
of the qualities that made its loudspeakers 
stand out from the crowd back in the day.” 
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